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The fast-combat support ship USNS Supply (T-AOE 6) transits the Baltic Sea during exercise Baltic Operations (BALTOPS) 2020, June 16. Marking the 49th year of one of the largest exercises in Northern Europe, BALTOPS
is the annual maritime-focused exercise in the Baltic Region enhancing flexibility and interoperability among allied and partner nations. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Kyle Steckler)

USNS Supply Plays Critical Role in Exercise with 19 NATO Allies
By Travis Weger, Military Sealift Command Europe and Africa Public Affairs

BALTOPS, a joint, maritime-focused exercise
held since 1972, typically includes at-sea
exercises and port visits to enhance relationships
between participating nations. This year, for the
protection of crews in the current COVID-19
environment, the exercise was at sea.
Supply played a critical role to protect the health
and safety of U.S. and allied nations by allowing
ships to remain at sea during the exercise.
One of MSC’s largest combat logistics ships,
Supply has the ability to move millions of
gallons of fuel to multiple ships in a day, which
meant more fuel and supplies for NATO allies
and partners during BALTOPS.

To help keep ships on station, the mariners
onboard Supply completed one replenishmentat-sea with two ships at the same time, British
Royal Navy Duke-class frigate HMS Kent (F78)
and Royal Danish Navy Absalon-class support
ship HDMS Esbern Snare (L17).
“They needed fuel to continue supporting the
exercise,” said Second Officer Tegan Church.
“We were able to fuel some ships simultaneously;
it is what we do!”
According to Church, replenishing the ships
went quickly and safely.
BALTOPS incorporated assets from NATO allies
and partner nations that includes live training
events, air defense, anti-submarine warfare,
maritime interdiction and mine countermeasure
operations.
Participating
nations
included
Canada,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
the
Netherlands,
Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Turkey, the United Kingdom, and
the U.S., with 28 maritime units,
28 aircraft and 3,000 personnel.

From front to back, a view of the Supply-class fast-combat support ship USNS Supply (T-AOE
6), the Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer USS Donald Cook (DDG 75), the Royal
Norwegian Navy Fridtjof Nansen-class frigate HNoMS Otto Suerdrup (F312), the German Navy
Bremen-class frigate FGS Luebeck (F214) and the German Navy Rhone-Class replenishment oiler
FGS Rhoen (A1443) as they sail in formation during exercise Baltic Operations (BALTOPS) 2020.
(U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Kyle Steckler)

“I am proud of USNS Supply,
Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron
11 Detachment 1, Captain
John Pritchett and crew,” said
Commodore,
Military
Sealift
Command Europe and Africa and
Commander, Task Force 63 Capt.
Frank Okata. “They stepped up
to meet the challenges during
this environment which helped
protect the forces of U.S. and
allied nations.”

MSC Headquarters is Proudly ISO 9001: 2015 QMS Accredited
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Task Force One Navy Established to Combat
Discrimination in the Navy

From Chief of Naval Personnel Public Affairs

The Navy stood up a special task force, recently, to address the issues of
racism, sexism and other destructive biases and their impact on naval
readiness.

enduring change,” said Nowell. “We must use the momentum created by these
events as a catalyst for positive change. We need to have a deeper inclusion
and diversity conversation in our Navy and amongst our own teams.”

“Task Force (TF) One Navy” will be led by Rear Adm. Alvin Holsey who will
report his findings to the Chief of Naval Operations, Adm. Mike Gilday via the
Navy’s Chief of Personnel, Vice Adm. John B. Nowell, Jr.

TF One Navy will focus their efforts in recommending reforms in several key
areas. These areas include:
- Recruiting / Barriers to Service entry
- Pre-accession Mentorship frameworks / Scholarship opportunities
- Diversity of talent by community / Talent management
- Training / Education along the service member career continuum
- Detailing / Milestone job opportunities
- Fitness reporting / Evaluation systems
- Promotion / Advancement processes
- Military justice analysis of racial disparity
- Health care and health disparities

“As a Navy, uniform and civilian, active and reserve, we cannot tolerate
discrimination or racism of any kind. We must work to identify and eliminate
individual and systemic racism within our force,” said Gilday. “That is why we
are standing up Task Force One Navy, which will work to identify and remove
racial barriers and improve inclusion within our Navy.”
Rear Adm. Holsey will be supported by Fleet Commanders and leadership
from a number of organizations such as the Judge Advocate General of the
Navy, Chief of Chaplains, Surgeon General of the Navy, Chief of Legislative
Affairs, Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON) Russell Smith and
many others.

TF One Navy leadership and membership will represent the diversity of
thought, experience, and perspectives within our Navy and will include
membership reflecting the diversity of race, ethnicity, gender, age, and ranks
from across the Navy.

The task force will seek to promptly address the full spectrum of systemic
racism, advocate for the needs of underserved communities, work to dismantle
barriers and equalize professional development frameworks and opportunities
within the Navy.

“We must demand of each other that we treat everyone with dignity and
respect. If you won’t do that, then our Navy is not the best place for you,” said
Gilday. “We are one team, and we are one Navy.”

“We are at a critical inflection point for our Nation and our Navy and I want
to ensure that we are fully responding to this moment as we work to facilitate

NCIS Warns Navy about Dark Web Purchases of Illicit Narcotics
From Naval Criminal Investigative Service Public Affairs

Over the past year, NCIS has noticed an increase of drug investigations involving
Department of the Navy personnel purchasing, using, and/or distributing LSD
(Lysergic Acid Diethylamide). Many of these investigations involve purchasing
the drug on the dark web.

They also use cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin to pay for purchases. While
TOR offers anonymity by obscuring IP addresses, law enforcement use various
investigative techniques to identify both purchasers and sellers. Additionally,
many cryptocurrency transactions are traceable.

From 2003 to 2006, the Department of Defense forensic drug laboratories
detected only four instances of positive urinalysis for LSD out of a sample of
over two million samples. As a result, the Navy discontinued testing for LSD
in late 2006 by directive of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Counternarcotics.

When the law enforcement seized the original Silk Road online marketplace in
2013, dark web users quickly replaced it with another marketplace that was
also seized by law enforcement. As quickly as new markets are established, law
enforcement will work to identify and seize these markets whenever possible,
each time leading to the arrest of users and sellers.

Recent law enforcement reporting has revealed that an increasing number of
people are moving to purchasing illicit substances via the dark web because
of the perceived anonymity provided by tools like The Onion Router (TOR).

In addition to being caught by law enforcement, NCIS warns DON personnel to
be cognizant of other risks involved with dark web purchases of LSD or other
illicit substances:
NCIS continued on page 8

MilGears - Powered by COOL: Personalized Credentialing for Sailors

From Naval Education and Training Command Public Affairs

providing service members with tools and resources to maximize the value of
their training and experience, through credentialing.”
The muscle behind MilGears is the Navy COOL’s ability to make
military to civilian occupation translations that match the Sailor’s Navy
skills to civilian credentials available on the Navy’s COOL website.
Since launching, Navy COOL’s offerings have grown to more than 1,800
credentials. To date, the service has funded over 182,000 certifications and
licenses.
“What the tool does is give a personalized assessment of what civilian credentials
and career pathways that may be immediately or nearly attainable. It also
provides insights into how to fill any gaps and next steps to accomplish those
goals,” said Johnson.
Based on the success of the Navy Credentialing Opportunities Online, known as
Navy COOL, a new online tool is now available to personalize a Sailor’s search
for civilian credentials and certifications to enhance their career.

The ability to match occupations to a service member’s background is what
makes MilGears such a relevant tool, feel Navy officials.
“The tool also shows users their best-fit post-service occupations and gives
them resources to explore to attain them,” said Johnson.

This new tool, called MilGears, does the heavy lifting of matching a Sailor’s Navy
career experience to potential credentials by synchronizing with the Navy COOL
platform and drawing from other data already in the Sailor’s record like off-duty
education.

MilGears also has a separate tool for Sailors wanting to translate Navy service
into merchant mariner qualifications. This section is specially designed to
analyze the sea service, training, qualifications and experience a Sailor completes
during their military service. Here, the tool compares their resume against the
standards set for a merchant mariner credentials, making recommendations
on how to pursue them.

How MilGears works is similar to many popular tax self-preparation programs
that guide you step-by-step through the process. In MilGears, a Sailor will
provide information and answering questions through a series of pop-ups and
help boxes – all to get a complete background and profile of the user.

For more information about MilGears visit https://milgears.osd.mil or call (850)
452-6683 to speak with a MilGears representative during office hours, Monday
through Friday, between 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Central Standard Time.

In the end, MilGears provides information and options for the Sailor to
consider as they ponder their next career move. MilGears is so advanced that
is also gives recommendations for industry credentialing that can help their inservice advancement while ultimately assisting Sailors in finding post-service
employment.

MilGears, powered by COOL, is an application managed by the Department
of Defense and supported through Naval Education and Training Command
as part of MyNavy HR Force Development, which ensures that all Sailors are
equipped with the resources they need to do their jobs and have access to
professional growth opportunities to enhance their careers both in and out of
the Navy.

“Military services and industry demand for credentialing continues to be very
high,” said Jim Johnson who heads the Education Strategy and Policy Branch
for the chief of naval personnel. “The Navy and MyNavy HR are committed to
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Military Sealift Command Forging the Way for Data
Exploitation in Sealift
By Shevonne Cleveland, Military Sealift Command Public Affairs
The U.S. Navy’s Military Sealift Command (MSC) is taking the helm in
enhancing its technology and data exploitation for sealift. In May 2020,
the Military Sealift Command Data Exploitation Plan was signed by Rear
Adm. Michael Wettlaufer, Commander, Military Sealift Command, to align
with the Department of Defense Strategy Plan and the Department of the
Navy’s Data Management Initiative.
“Done effectively, data exploitation is a powerful weapon,” Wettlaufer said.

“

“Our adversaries are using data to gain
a competitive advantage over our nation
and our Navy to disrupt our operations
and impose risk to our missions. To counter
these risks, Military Sealift Command will
exploit data. We shall develop and employ
innovative concepts and capabilities
through the knowledge and expertise of
our workforce to better inform decisions,
drive action, and accelerate outcomes
essential to warfighting effectiveness,” he
continued.

Our

adversaries

Implementation Plan, which outlines the plan to increase data exploitation
within MSC.
“We have been directed to improve data management and directed to
employ our data as a ‘Strategic Asset’,” Trimpey said.
The plan has many operational components and incorporates input from
various departments within MSC. Operations Research Analyst, Taylor
Crider says her role includes serving as a data management subjectmatter-expert and assisting multiple levels
of the command in the development of data
management plans.

are

using

artificial

“I think of it this way, we all know our
adversaries are trying every day to gain access
to our data and personal information. Why?
language processing to gain an advantage Because it’s valuable. It can show complete
pictures
of
movements,
procedures,
over the United States and our allies in personnel, finances, technology, resources,
habits and the list continues. Exploiting
industry, defense and other areas.
our data can show us what’s happening
beneath the surface or behind the scenes
“Over the last few years, the importance
while we execute our mission and help
of fully exploiting organizational data for data-driven decisions has grown guide us in making decisions to improve our environment and to move
significantly across the public and private sector,” said Thomas Sasala, us forward,” said Crider.
the Department of the Navy’s Chief Data Officer.”
In accordance with the National Defense Strategy, and the DOD’s data
According to Sasala, the inventory, organizing, and data accessibility is strategy, MSC has implemented four lines of effort unique to the sealift
critical for making timely and accurate decisions at the speed of the mission. mission; Data Governance, Training and Education, Systems and
For MSC, that means data exploitation for 125 ships and approximately Support, and Resourcing. Accomplishing these tasks will allow MSC to
8,000 personnel.
sustain competitive advantage over adversaries and effectively execute
the mission.
“Our adversaries are using artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
natural language processing to gain an advantage over the United States “We must embrace these technologies and new ways of doing business
and our allies in industry, defense and other areas,” said Chris Trimpey, to make data science and data exploitation the core of our daily affairs,”
Military Sealift Command’s Chief Data Officer.
Trimpey said.

intelligence, machine learning, and natural

”

“We must embrace these technologies and new ways of doing business
to make data science and data exploitation the core of our daily affairs,”
Trimpey said.
To aid in accomplishing this mission, MSC has set forth a Data

Military Sealift Command is responsible for 125 civilian-crewed ships
that replenish U.S. Navy ships at sea, conduct specialized missions,
preposition combat cargo at sea, perform a variety of support services,
and move military equipment and supplies to deployed U.S. forces around
the world.

Construction Begins on Fourth Expeditionary Sea Base Ship

From Team Ships Public Affairs

Construction of the fourth Expeditionary Sea Base (ESB) ship officially
began on June 25 at the General Dynamics National Steel and
Shipbuilding Company (GD-NASSCO) shipyard in San Diego. Due to the
COVID pandemic, the milestone was marked with an informal shipyard
ceremony.

As one of the Defense Department’s largest acquisition organizations,
PEO Ships is responsible for executing the development and procurement
of all destroyers, amphibious ships, special mission and support ships,
boats and craft.

Expeditionary Sea Base (ESB) ships are highly flexible platforms that
are used across a broad range of military operations supporting multiple
operational phases. Acting as a mobile sea base, they are part of the
critical access infrastructure that supports the deployment of forces
and supplies to provide prepositioned equipment and sustainment with
flexible distribution.
“This is a great Navy day as we mark the start of construction on the
fourth ship in a class of flexible, adaptable ships that will provide our
combatant commanders with enhanced capabilities,” said Tim Roberts,
Strategic and Theater Sealift program manager, Program Executive
Office, Ships. “The ESB platform has proven to be a valuable addition to
the Navy and Marine Corps battle force.”
Expeditionary Sea Bases support aviation mine countermeasure and
special operations force missions. In addition to the flight deck, the
ESB has a hangar with two aviation operating spots capable of handling
MH-53E equivalent helicopters, accommodations, work spaces, and
ordnance storage for embarked force, enhanced command, control,
communications, computers, and intelligence (C4I) to support embarked
force mission planning and execution and reconfigurable mission deck
area to store embarked force equipment to include mine sleds and rigid
hull inflatable boats (RHIBs).
In 2019, the Navy made the decision to commission all Expeditionary
Sea Base ships to allow them to conduct a broader and more lethal
mission set, compared to original plans for them to operate with a
USNS designation. ESBs are commanded by a Navy O-6 with a hybridmanned crew of military personnel and Military Sealift Command civilian
mariners. This designation provides combatant commanders greater
operational flexibility as to how the platform is employed.
In addition to ESB 6, NASSCO is under contract for the construction of
ESB 7, with an option for ESB 8, as well as the Navy’s John Lewis Class
Fleet Replenishment Oilers (T-AO 205 – 210).
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Cmdr. Chris Schindler, Officer In Charge, Supervisor of Shipbuilding Bath (det. San Diego) commences
construction of the fourth Expeditionary Sea Base (ESB 6) at General Dynamics National Steel and
Shipbuilding Company shipyard, June 25. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the milestone was marked
with an informal shipyard ceremony. (U.S. Navy photo by Alan Baribeau)

United Arab Emirates and U.S. Forces Conduct Combined
Joint Operations in Arabian Gulf

From Task Force 51/5th Marine Expeditionary Brigade

The United Arab Emirates Joint Aviation Command (JAC) conducted
combined naval and air training operations with forces assigned to U.S.
Naval Forces Central Command (NAVCENT) and U.S. Air Forces Central
Command (AFCENT) in the southern Arabian Gulf, June 21-25.
The Air Operations in Maritime Surface Warfare (AOMSW) training,
consisted of a combination of aviation and surface assets tracking and
engaging simulated fast attack craft. The expeditionary sea base USS
Lewis B. Puller (ESB 3) served as an afloat staging platform for the UAE
and U.S. aircraft.
UAE pilots also successfully completed deck landing qualifications
(DLQs) aboard the Puller, conducting day and night landings and
refueling operations with CH-47F, Bell 407, AH-64D, and UH-60M
helicopters.
Participating U.S. forces included the P-8 Poseidon maritime patrol and
reconnaissance aircraft assigned to NAVCENT, and the AFCENT Air
Warfare Center (AWC) located at Al Dhafra Air Base, UAE.

A United Arab Emirates piloted CH-47F Chinook attached to the Joint Aviation Command, moves into
position to land onboard the expeditionary sea base USS Lewis B. Puller (ESB 3). (U.S. Navy photo by
Chief Logistics Specialist Thomas Joyce)

Integration operations between UAE and U.S. maritime forces are
regularly held to maintain interoperability, ensure freedom of navigation
and the free flow of commerce throughout the heavily trafficked
waterways.
“These training opportunities reinforce partnership commitments in the
region, enhance interoperability, and demonstrate UAE and U.S. resolve
to respond to threats in the region,” said Brig. Gen. Matthew Trollinger,
Commander of Task Force 51/5th Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB).

Four United Arab Emirates piloted UH-60M Blackhawks attached to the Joint Aviation Command, launch
and land during flight operations aboard the expeditionary sea base USS Lewis B. Puller (ESB 3). Lewis
B. Puller is deployed to the U.S. 5th Fleet area of operations in support of naval operations to ensure
maritime stability and security in the Central Region, connecting the Mediterranean and Pacific through
the Western Indian Ocean and three critical chokepoints to the free flow of global commerce. (U.S. Navy
photo by Chief Logistics Specialist Thomas Joyce)

Puller supports Task Force 51/5th MEB’s broad range of missions in
the U.S. 5th Fleet area of operations which include crisis response,
airborne mine countermeasures, counter-piracy operations, maritime
security operations, and humanitarian assistance.

Mount Whitney returns to Gaeta after successful BALTOPS 2020
Presence Near West Capella

From U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. Sixth Fleet

The Blue Ridge-class command and control ship USS Mount Whitney
(LCC 20) returned to its forward-deployed location of Gaeta, Italy, July
1, following a six-week underway period in support of exercise Baltic
Operations (BALTOPS) 2020 in the Baltic Sea.
BALTOPS is an annual maritime exercise designed to enhance
interoperability, flexibility, and demonstrate resolve among allied and
partner forces in defending the Baltic region. Twenty-eight air and 28
maritime assets from 17 NATO and two partner nations participated in
the live training event that began June 7.
This year marked the sixth Naval Striking and Support Forces NATO
(STRIKFORNATO)-led BALTOPS and the first entirely maritime exercise,
which ensured the health and safety precautions for all participating
forces during the coronavirus pandemic.
“I am immensely proud of this hybrid Navy and Military Sealift Command
crew,” said Capt. Dave Pollard, commanding officer of Mount Whitney.
“I’m truly proud to be Team 20’s captain. The men and women of USS
Mount Whitney performed admirably over the last six weeks.”
Retail Services Specialist Seaman Teddy Kendrick, assigned to the Blue Ridge-class command and
control ship USS Mount Whitney (LCC 20), stands watch while the ship returns to homeport in Gaeta,
Italy, July 1. Mount Whitney is the U.S. 6th Fleet flagship, homeported in Gaeta, Italy and operates with a
combined crew of U.S. Sailors and Military Sealift Command civil service mariners. (U.S. Navy photo by
Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Damon Grosvenor)

Civil Service Mariner Tim Murray, assigned to the Blue Ridge-class command and control ship USS
Mount Whitney (LCC 20) stands watch on the port bridge wing as the ship arrives in Gaeta, Italy, July 1.
(U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Kyle Steckler)

Mount Whitney got underway from Gaeta, Italy, May 18 after a 17day pre-movement sequester that was designed to mitigate the risk of
spreading COVID-19 to the crew. This restriction of movement period,
though challenging, helped the crew manage potential exposure.
Capt. Cassidy Norman, commanding officer of Mount Whitney until his
change of command during the underway, said he was proud of the
crew’s adaptation to this challenging pandemic environment.
“Throughout human history, successful military operations have often
involved adaptation and innovation, and we have done that here on
Mount Whitney,” said Norman. “We all had to react to this unexpected
situation in ways we could never have imagined and in a lot of ways have
never trained for.”
U.S. 6th Fleet, headquartered in Naples, Italy, conducts the full spectrum
of joint and naval operations, often in concert with allied and interagency
partners, in order to advance U.S. national interests and security and
stability in Europe and Africa.
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USNS Henry J. Kaiser Supports USS Nimitz Strike Group
Pre-Deployment Exercises
By Sarah Burford, Military Sealift Command Pacific Public Affairs

A Navy H-60 helicopter receives pallets of dry stores from the deck of the Military Sealift Command fleet
replenishment oiler USNS Henry J. Kaiser (T-AO 187). Kaiser provided logistics services to the ships of the
USS Nimitz (CVN-68) carrier strike group as they conducted routine, pre-deployment training operations in
the Pacific Ocean. (U.S. Navy courtesy photo)

Military Sealift Command Pacific (MSCPAC) fleet replenishment oiler
USNS Henry J. Kaiser (T-AO 187) provided logistics services to the
ships of the USS Nimitz (CVN-68) carrier strike group as they conducted
routine, pre-deployment training operations in the Pacific Ocean.
For nearly a month, through a series of replenishments-at-sea (RAS),
Kaiser delivered 1,227 pallets of food, parts and equipment through a
series of vertical and connected replenishments at-sea. In addition, the
ship delivered over 4 million gallons of jet fuel and nearly 3 million gallons
of diesel ship fuel.
MSC’s ability to replenish ships at-sea, benefits the Navy, by providing all
the items needed to sustain the ships at sea, and allows them to stay in
the area of operation longer, and without the need to come into port for
supplies. In the COVID-19 world, this is even more important, as staying
underway ensures ship crews, reduce their risk of exposure to the virus,
keeping them healthy and able to perform the missions assigned to them.
According to Dave Spilholtz, MSCPAC combat logistics specialist, the
support of the Nimitz Strike Group was larger than past operations,
due to the COVID-19 protocols. Past missions of this sort can see pallet
numbers less than one thousand.

Spilholtz said good communication equals a successful mission. The
MSCPAC Combat Logistics Office (CLO) team worked closely with the
Combat Logistics Force (CLF) teams on the ships to create schedules and
timelines and ensure expectations were realistic for deliveries.

“The high numbers were driven by COVID-19 and ships staying at sea for
longer periods of time,” explained Spilholtz. “Just like other missions, we
delivered dry stores, soda, candy, repair parts, consumables and mail,
lots of mail! Sailors are ordering a lot on-line, since they can’t go ashore.
Just like us, they order on-line and then it works its way to them at their
front door, only in this case, their front door is their ship.”

In addition to providing logistics services to the Nimitz strike group,
Kaiser also served as the Pacific duty oilers, delivering supplies to other
Navy ships in the area.

Army Facilitates Navy Ship-to-Shore Virtual Health Capability
By Kirk Frady, Regional Health Command Europe

must be secure, using equipment organic to the ship, and have high
bandwidth to connect with medical specialists ashore.
“Formal, video-enhanced virtual health connectivity to Navy ships
while underway has been a challenge and is not yet routinely available,
particularly not on an unclassified platform,” said Lt. Cmdr. (Dr.) Isaac
Schwartz, staff otolaryngologist with the U.S. Navy Hospital Naples.
“The goal was to ensure a connection between the Mount Whitney
and the hospital using the Landstuhl Regional Medical Center system,
which would drastically augment access to specialty care for Sailors
aboard ship.”
According to Navy medical officials, virtual health capabilities provide
the Navy with much-needed flexibility and assists in ensuring Sailor
readiness.
“Our active duty service members should not have to sacrifice on the
level of care they receive when they are deployed,” said Navy Capt.
Valerie Riege, Chief Innovation and Integration Officer for the Navy’s
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. “Virtual health is a game changer
in medicine today and will bring quality health care to the warfighter
when and where they need it.”

A view of the command and control ship USS Mount Whitney (LCC 20) sailing in the Baltic Sea, June 8.
(Photo courtesy of the German Navy)

Information technology experts from Landstuhl Regional Medical
Center recently joined forces with the U.S. Navy Health System to
establish a virtual health connection between USS Mount Whitney
(LCC 20), a command and control ship, and the U.S. Naval Hospital in
Naples, Italy.

Providing ship-to-shore virtual health connectivity lessens the chance
for mishaps and possible injury to patients and crew during medical
evacuations from an ocean-going vessel.

According to Navy medical officials, establishing video teleconference
capability on a warship underway isn’t a simple task. The connection

MSC Blast From the Past:
The City Under Ice
By Shevonne Cleveland, MSC Public Affairs
Sixty years ago, USNS Marine Fiddler (T-AK 267) hauled the
components for a portable nuclear power plant to Greenland for use
in the U.S. Army’s Camp Century, also known as “The City Under
Ice.” This obscure, and at the time, top-secret city was built beneath
the snow on the Greenland Ice Cap, with power generated completely
from the nuclear power plant itself. Camp Century housed 100
scientists, engineers and support personnel year around.
USNS Marine Fiddler was an Alchiba-class cargo ship that served
the merchant fleet during the Korean and Vietnam wars and
countless missions until deactivation in 1973.

USCGC Burton Island (WAGB-283) USS Atka (AGB-3), and USS Glacier (AGB-4) push together to move a huge iceberg
from the channel to McMurdo Station, Antarctica, Dec. 29, 1965. (U.S. Navy photo illustration by Jennifer Hunt)
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In December of 1965, USS Atka (AGB-3) arrived in McMurdo to
help clear a channel through the ice into McMurdo Station. Atka
successfully escorted USNS Alatna and USNS John R. Towle (T-AK
240) through the heavy ice into McMurdo Station.

A Mariner’s Big Picture Focus at the U.S. Naval War College
By Bill Mesta, Military Sealift Command Public Affairs

Government-owned, government-operated MSC ships are perhaps the
most critical subset of this group. MSC’s combat logistics force, special
mission ships, strategic sealift ships, tug and salvage ships, expeditionary
fast transport ships, and expeditionary sea bases directly support joint
maritime operations. With my education from the war college, I can now
comprehensively analyze the geopolitical environment, in light of strategic
and operational interests, and fully understand my role as a CIVMAR in
naval operations. By improving my situational awareness, I can more
effectively operate these ships that are so vital to U.S. naval operations
and thus national security.
How will MSC and your teammates benefit from your efforts and
experiences at the NWC?
-Cook- My fellow mariners, and MSC in general, will benefit from having
a shipmate who has spent a year studying naval warfare and its linkage
with international relations.
Each year Military Sealift Command selects and sponsors one senior
Civil Service Mariner to the U.S. Naval War College for a year as a fulltime student. This year, First Officer Michael Cook was MSC’s CIVMAR
to attend the U.S. Naval War College.

Speaking from my personal experience as a CIVMAR, it is possible to
overlook MSC’s part to play in the ‘bigger picture.’ Monotonous missions
and tedious tasks can cause the crew to lose sight of the ship’s role as an
instrument of national security.

The U.S. Naval War College (NWC) is a professional, graduate-level
educational and research institution, which prepares leaders for the
challenges of operational and strategic level leadership during their
careers as decision makers and problem solvers. Students earn Joint
Professional Military Education credit and a master’s degree in National
Security and Strategic Studies.

As a first officer, my war college education will allow me to analyze
intelligence as it relates to the ship’s mission and security and then
properly communicate important information and concepts to the crew.
It’s important for ship leadership to know not only the next tasking but also
the ship’s overall role in U.S. theater strategy, and be able to express this
information to the crew, who will perform better when they understand
how their day-to-day jobs can have an
huge impact on naval objectives.

On June 24, Cook graduated from the NWC
and I had the opportunity to discuss the time
he spent as a student there. Enclosed are
excerpts from our conversation:
What is the U.S Naval War College?

“

The U.S. Naval War College (NWC) is the
Navy’s ‘Home of Thought.’ This institution
is perhaps the most influential advocate
of ‘victory by seapower’

-Cook- The U.S. Naval War College is the
Navy’s ‘Home of Thought.’ This institution
is perhaps the most influential advocate of
“victory by seapower.” My personal favorite description of the institution
comes from Adm. Stephen B. Luce and is displayed right on the school
website’s homepage: “The War College is a place of original research on
all questions relating to war and to statesmanship connected with war,
or the prevention of war.” From my experience at the school, I can attest
that the admiral’s statement accurately summarizes the war college’s
curriculum in a single sentence.
Why was it important for you to attend the NWC?

How did it come about that you were
able to attend the NWC?

-Cook- Before MSC formally announced
the 2019-20 NWC opportunity, I had all
but completed my application for the
program. In other words, I started the
application process as early as possible
to ensure the products I submitted were the best I could offer.

”

In the winter of 2019, I wrote two essays for my application, one on how
my participation in a joint professional military education would benefit
both my classmates and myself, and another on three recommendations I
could offer to improve MSC. I also procured two letters of recommendation.
I leveraged my Navy Reserve experience coupled with my achievements
as a CIVMAR to strengthen my application package

-Cook- At the NWC, I had the opportunity to learn about strategy and
war, national security policymaking, and military decision making in the
maritime theaters that MSC vessels frequently operate in.
Napoleon said, “Amateurs discuss tactics: the professionals discuss
logistics.”
As a first officer with MSC, I understand the inextricable link between
maritime logistics and national security. It was clear to me that an
education at the NWC would provide me with tools I could use to excel
as a Civil Service Mariner sailing with MSC and thus better support the
U.S. Navy.
What was your academic focus as a student at the NWC? What
were some of the subjects you studied while you were a student?
-Cook- In addition to the school’s core curriculum, I concentrated in the
Asia-Pacific Area of Study (AOS). The electives I took focused on governing
China and modern China.
The 2018 National Defense Strategy set today’s security environment
as one of Great Power Competition. MSC operates in this contested
environment, or gray zone, every day. Specifically, in the U.S 7th Fleet,
MSC ships compete with the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) which
seeks to further the PRC’s extraterritorial maritime claims. While MSC
ships are usually regarded as the shaft of the spear rather than the
cutting edge, we, provide the endurance, reach, and combat power to our
navy’s combatants. Therefore, MSC is critical for naval operations and
why I focused my studies on China. I wanted to equip myself with the
cultural and political context I needed to analyze PLAN decision-making
in order to help guide the MSC ships I serve on in a direction consistent
with theater strategy.
How will your career as a CIVMAR benefit from your academic
endeavors at the NWC?
-Cook- During World War II, President Roosevelt hailed the U.S. Merchant
Marine as the nation’s “fourth arm of defense.”
First Officer Michael A. Cook, Military Sealift Command’s 2020 U.S. Naval War College Graduate. Cook is
pictured in his military uniform as he is also a Lt. in the U.S. Navy Reserves. (U.S. Navy courtesy photo)
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Military Sealift Command’s Senior Civilian of the Year

By Bill Mesta, Military Sealift Command Public Affairs

During the ceremony, Vickers was awarded the Navy Meritorious Civilian
Service Award which is awarded to civilian employees in the Department
of the Navy for meritorious service or contributions resulting in high value
or benefits for the Navy or the Marine Corps.
“When I consider some of the difficult things Tim and his teammates have
done for MSC, I find myself being absolutely pleased and grateful that
people like Tim understand the value of communication,” said Wettlaufer
during the ceremony. “We must be able to communicate and engage with
many different people in order to make things happen. And even in the
current COVID-19 environment you have prevailed while engaging with
our team and partners. So, well done and congratulations.”
MSC’s Service Support (PM4) program ships provide the Navy with
towing, rescue and salvage, submarine support, and cable laying and
repair services, as well as a command and control platform and floating
medical facilities.
“Tim has been key in
facilitating difficult MSC
contracts which require
lots of tremendously
hard work and a
strong team,” added
Wettlaufer. “In addition
to
being
a
great
communicator,
Tim
has excelled at team
problem solving. Tim
and his team have
generated new ideas
which have enabled
MSC to break through
and make a difference.”

Rear Adm. Michael Wettlaufer, Commander, Military Sealift Command, presents Military Sealift Command’s
Senior Civilian of the Year, Tim Vickers, with the Navy Meritorious Service Award. (U.S. Navy photo by Bill
Mesta)

Military Sealift Command named Tim Vickers, the charter branch
project officer for MSC’s Service Support program (PM4), as the 2019
Senior Civilian of the Year. Vickers’s accomplishment was declared at a
ceremony, led by Rear Adm. Michael Wettlaufer, Commander, Military
Sealift Command, held at the command headquarters, June 10.
“Vickers was a driving force in the development of the command
charter processes, leading management of time and spot charters with
a contracting value of over $420 million,” according to a message to
the fleet from Steven C. Cade, Military Sealift Command’s Executive
Director. “He collaborated with key stakeholders internal and external
to MSC to develop requirements and guidance for charter action by MSC
program offices, including service contracts requirements review board
processes and superb support to fleet customers to help them deliver
articulate “actionable” requirements and directly enable missions of
those commands.”

According to Wettlaufer,
Vikers
has
been
attached to MSC since
2005.

“In support of changing customer requirements, he led his group in
providing 28 specific sponsor upgrades to platforms valued at over four
million dollars, helping to keep the fleet and force ready and relevant to
the missions tasked,” Cade added. “Vickers, in his actions working with
his shipmates at MSC and elsewhere, epitomized the high level of service
that MSC provides to Navy and the broader Department of Defense force.”

Military Sealift Command’s Senior Civilian of the Year, Tim Vickers
poses for a photo during his award ceremony, June 10. (U.S. Navy
photo by Bill Mesta)

All ships in Service Support (PM4) program are government-owned and
operated by CIVMARs, experienced maritime professionals sailing as
Navy civilians under MSC. Several ships have hybrid crews of CIVMARs
and uniformed Navy personnel working under the leadership of a U.S.
Navy captain.

Army Major Pulls Back MOTSU’s Curtain to Reveal MSC’s Strategic Role

By LaShawn Sykes, Military Sealift Command Atlantic Public Affairs

Army Service Component Command to
U.S. Transportation Command.
Seated in a dual-hatted position at
Sunny Point, Anthony Armstrong
said, “MOTSU plays a key role in the
nation’s strategic defense, which is to
serve as a capability to safely launch
ships loaded with the military’s
munitions to our warfighters on the
other side of the world.” For the Navy,
he serves as MSC Atlantic’s Marine
Transportation
Specialist
(MTS),
responsible for coordinating with a
Anthony Armstrong is one of Military Sealift Command Atlantic’s mission critical
network of stakeholders to move ships
employees serving during the COVID-19 pandemic that has swept the nation during
in and out of the terminal with minimal
recent months. For the past year, he has served as a Marine Transportation Specialist
delays. For the Army, he is assigned
at MSCLANT’s Sunny Point port office in North Carolina on Military Ocean Terminal
Sunny Point. (U.S. Navy courtesy photo)
to the 596th Transportation Brigade
as a major in the U.S. Army Reserve
I am invisible to the naked eye, hidden by dense
Individual Mobilization Augmentee
pine forest from my neighbors in Southport and program. In this role, he supports operations and
Boiling Spring Lakes. Sprawled over 8,600 acres performs staff functions.
on the west side of the Cape Fear River, I am the
largest military munitions terminal in the world, As the face of MSC at MOTSU, Armstrong serves
and the Army’s primary east coast deep-water as an integrated team member on the Army port.
port. I am where the mighty ships come to load and Operationally, he ensures that ships are safely
unload their explosive cargo and all other types of placed in the right position to receive cargo. This
conventional arms, ammunition, and explosives. I consists of coordinating numerous moving parts
am Military Ocean Terminal Sunny Point (MOTSU). with no less than eight separate private and public
organizations. His MTS position is critical to the
Located in Sunny Point, North Carolina, MOTSU success of all “ship-side” activities from securing
serves as a transfer point between rail, trucks, and armed escorts in the Cape Fear River to delivering
ships for the export of ammunition, explosives, mail. Strategically, he provides operational reports
and military equipment for the Department of and ground-level insights to the chain of command
Defense (DoD). It is run by the Army’s 596th for strategic national missions involving sealift
Transportation Brigade (TB) of the Military Surface transportation operations. In addition, he works
Deployment and Distribution Command, which closely with the contracting officer representative
manages cargo movements on Military Sealift for bringing ships on and taking ships off contract
Command (MSC) employed vessels. SDDC is the for MSC, along with monitoring quality control for
MSC-employed vessels.
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Even though MOTSU is mostly hidden from its
surrounding neighbors, it does have two massivesize cranes that are visible from almost anywhere
along the waterway. Rare among ports, MOTSU
can containerize breakbulk, converting truckloads
of breakbulk ammo pallets into fully blocked and
braced, seaworthy containers aboard MSC ships.
“MOTSU would not be all that it is without the right
equipment and the right group of professionals
who are mission-oriented and capable of working
in and across multi-organizational teams. The
best part about the Army port is its people who
selflessly come together daily to get the job done
on time, every time. They truly epitomize MSC’s
mantra, ‘United We Sail’,” Armstrong said.
“MOTSU receives approximately 25 to 30 ships
each year, 60 to 70 percent of which are MSC
ships,” Armstrong said. “In the past year, MSC
ships transported 357,622 metric tons, which
equals 14,305,871 cubic feet of throughput. In
short, MSC’s annual total load is equivalent to
the maximum weight capacity of more than 1,600
C-17s.”
When asked about his role at MOTSU, Armstrong
replied, “I try to be a catalyst for action. There
is no task that is too small or too big, whether
it is shuffling paperwork or personally carrying
boxes to meet a deadline, I am willing to do it;
so that, others have what they need to fight the
fight downrange.” Armstrong truly enjoys making
things happen, especially, during challenging
times like COVID-19, which has wreaked havoc
in the United States for the past several months.
While many Americans have been sheltering
in place, MOTSU remained open, enacting
Strategic Role continued on page 8

NCIS from page 2

-Drugs purchased via the dark web are often laced with other substances in
dangerous combinations that can lead to death.
-Additionally, international, federal, state, and local law enforcement are
working collectively, using a variety of techniques to infiltrate marketplaces,
identify users, and combat the illicit drug threat. NCIS, in conjunction with
law enforcement partners, continues to use investigative tools, including source

networks and tipsters, to identify and prosecute DON personnel attempting to
buy LSD or other illicit substances on the dark web.
Anyone with information relating to DON personnel buying or selling LSD or
illicit substances either on or off the dark web should report it to NCIS using the
NCIS Tips app or at www.ncis.navy.mil. Tips may be reported anonymously.
NCIS may provide a reward to you for information that leads to a felony
conviction.

National Immunization Awarness Month

From Leighanne Gerstbrein, Military Sealift Command Health Coordinator
You call the shots! Vaccines have been shown to significantly reduce the
risk of various infectious diseases that have historically threatened infants,
children, and adults. Now more than ever, it is critical we stay on top of our
immunizations, as this plays a key role in maintaining our overall health
and well-being.
Most of us know that newborns and young children need vaccinations
early in life because they have not yet been exposed to many unwelcomed
germs and viruses. However, did you know that adults need vaccinations,
too? It is our responsibility to work hand-in-hand with our health care
provider keep up with our shots, beyond just the yearly flu shot. Getting
vaccinated will save yourself and your loved ones from serious diseases
and can help keep you healthy to avoid missing time with your family,
friends, and loved ones. See below for a list of adult vaccinations to have
on your radar:
Young adults (and college-aged adults)
-HPV (human papillomavirus)—usually ages 13 to 21
Strategic Role from page 7

appropriate protection measures, using mission
essential personnel for vessel operations and base
security, and employing telework plans to keep
service members, civilian employees and others
safe during the pandemic. Among the mission
essential personnel was Armstrong who donned his
military uniform in order to help plan and execute
cargo operations. As an Army officer, he said he is
not new to crisis. Throughout his 20-year military
career, he has practiced how to succeed when the
uncertainty and unexpected hurdles of life occurs
without notice. Because failure is not an option, he
sees this virus as “just another challenge that we,
the nation’s fighting forces and support teams, must
face head on and work towards overcoming it like
the professionals that we are.”
Armstrong admits that his faith does play a big
part in helping him overcome COVID-19. Following
the 9/11 attacks, he recalls, after hours of prayer

-Meningococcal (meningitis)—initial vaccine when you’re about 11 years
old with a booster around age 16
All adults
-Hepatitis A
-Hepatitis B
-MMR (measles, mumps, rubella)
-Td/Tdap (tetanus, diphtheria, pertussis)
-Varicella (chickenpox)
-Zoster (shingles)—usually given at age 60 and older
Older adults
-Pneumococcal (for pneumonia)
-Zoster (for shingles)—start at 60 and older
MSC has available resources for you. For more information on this or the
Health & Wellness Program at MSC, contact one of your Health Promotion
Coordinators.

and panic, experiencing a “deeply spiritual peace”
concerning the possibility of going to war and never
returning home. This peace, he said, has remained
with him, keeping him calm and level-headed in
the face of many stressful situations since. “As long
as I heed the strict health precautions prescribed
by the Center of Disease Control and Prevention,
I have faith that God will take care of the rest,
providing me what I need through either physical
protection or internal constitution.”
Although Armstrong has only been an MSC
representative for 12 months, he sees immense
value in his MTS position. “I joined Military Sealift
Command in June 2019; and since that time, I’ve
had the incredible opportunity to extend my skill
sets and knowledge base while further developing,
honing, and proving my effectiveness in coordinating
numerous moving parts on the ground at MOTSU
that directly contribute to the overall success of
MSC’s strategic role for our nation.”

Fallen MSC Teammates
The Lord is my Pilot;
I shall not drift.
He leadeth me across the dark waters
and steereth me in the deep channels.
He keepeth my Log
and guideth me by the star of holiness
for His Name’s sake.
Yea, though I sail amid
the thunders and tempests of life,
I shall dread no danger,
For Thou art with me;
Thy love and Thy care, they shelter me.
Thou preparest a harbor before me
in the homeland of eternity;
Thou anointest the waves with oil,
and my ship rideth calmly,
Surely sunlight and starlight
shall favor me all the days of my voyaging,
and I will rest in the port of my Lord forever.
Captain J. Rogers
Source: The Mast, September 1948

Able Bodied Seaman
Leonardo Martinez
MSC Service:
2001-2020

MSC Representative
Bremerhaven, Germany
Wilhelm Hörecke

Capt. Eric Correll, Commander, Task Force (CTF) 75, speaks with Ship’s Master David Centofani on the
bridge
of the Military Sealift
MSC
Service:
Command Bob Hope-class roll-on roll-off vehicle cargo ship USNS Seay (T-AKR 302) during an Improved Navy Lighterage System
1983-2000
(INLS) training mission. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Nathan Carpenter)

Armstrong, was born in Texas but was raised
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Directly out of high school,
he enlisted into the U.S. Army Reserves in 2000,
working as a chaplain’s assistant until he was
commissioned in 2005 as a transportation officer.
To date, he has two deployments under his belt.
He first deployed to Baghdad as part of Operation
Iraqi Freedom in 2008 and second to Afghanistan
as part of Operation Enduring Freedom in 2012. In
2006, he joined the Department of Defense civilian
workforce through a transportation internship at
Fort Eustis, Virginia. Since then, he served with
the SDDC from 2009 to 2017 in documentation,
software management, and operations in Rotterdam,
Holland; Fort Eustis, Virginia, Scott Air Force Base,
Illinois, and now he works for MSC at Sunny Point.
This year, he joined the Civil Air Patrol as a public
affairs officer. Armstrong holds a bachelor’s degree in
Business Administration, specializing in marketing
and a master’s in Supply Chain Management.
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